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DECIMATION AND DESECRATION OF OUR MUSAAJID, MADAARIS AND MAKAATIB

By A Brother from U.K.

‘They have taken their rabbis and their monks-as well as the Maseeh, son of Mary-for
their lords beside Allah, although they had been bidden to worship none but the One
Allah, save whom there is no deity: the One who is utterly remote, in His limitless glory,
from anything to which they may ascribe a share in His divinity!’ (Glorious Qur’an, 9:31)

Today we are witnessing the total transformation of our Masaajid and Madaris into
Theatres/Stages for the final appearance of Dajjal. Neither our Masaajid nor our Madaris any
longer appear to have a spiritual link to the Office of Nabuwwat and the Maslak of our
Salf-e-Saalihoon (pious predecessors).

Copies of the Glorious Quran have been removed, by Muslims themselves, from shelves and
placed in storage - out of bounds. No atheist government official nor any law enforcement
officer entered our Masaajid to even suggest let alone remove them. A conglomerate of
Munaafiq Councils and treacherous Maulvis/Muftis masquerading as senior scholars and
shuyook issued disgraceful bootlicking guidelines, verdicts, posters and categorised even the
wearing of Shaytaan’s niqab as Waajib. Like supine and spineless morons, other Imam’s,
Maulvis, trustees, committees and Muslim medical personnel latched onto these guidelines like
vultures and scared witless, implemented them without question.
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O Muslims! Not a single person is observed reciting the Glorious Qur’an in our Masaajid now - it
has been snatched away from our hands whilst there are thousands of Huffaz and Maulvis in
our midst.

If this rate of degeneration continues, how long before it is snatched away from our hearts?

In reality, it already has for the overwhelming majority of Huffaz who remain are now
Ramadhaani Hafiz - they can only swat up the few Rukus they are due to recite in Taraweeh and with calls for lockdown to continue until next Ramadhaan, the damage to this unique
institution of Hifz will be dramatic as calls are heard to reduce Taraweeh from 20 Rakaats to 8.

This was the first time in history of Haram Shareef and Masjid An Nabawee where only 8
Rakaats of Taraweeh were recited. Elsewhere in Arabia, the Wahaabi/Salafi had managed to
reduce it to 8 Rakaats – but even they had not dared to instigate such measures in Haramain
Sharifain until today.

The headlong plunge of taking the Madrasah atmosphere away from the Cave of Hira and onto
online platforms has already seen traditional Madrasah Talabah Numbers and attendance
dramatically reduced.

Enter the ubiquitous ‘Koran Club;’ where hybrid Munaafiq Maulvis, Apas and Muslim Teachers
treat the Glorious Quran, with connivance of Muslim Parents as another subject in the
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curriculum to be taught as an act of convenience so everybody is free by 5pm. What atheist
education officials had tried for centuries to achieve, namely cut the Muslim child off from the
Glorious Quran and Maktab, Muslims themselves have enacted with their own hands.

Some jerk has already rendered Juz Amma into a comic version and it has circulated within
Ulama Forums without a murmur. Offer some naseehah to any of these celebrity shaykhs and
their lackeys will raise a furore – but not a word from any Maulvi when the Glorious Quran is
either withdrawn, shelved or reduced to a comic. Now online lessons are replacing the age-old
Maktab system. Websites are springing up offering diplomas and certificates, all for a fee.
Pictures of Celebrity Shaykhs and Female Tutors appear (sometime superimposed together) on
glossy posters and flyers, approving all these businesses, programs, seminars, workshops, etc,
etc.

As Masjid donations and Madrsah fees continue to drop, Maulvis have come up with promoting
Maulviwood (televised programs) to welcome the ‘return’ of Makshoofaat into our Masajid.

The rulings and fatwas of Ameerul Mumineen t and Umm ul Mumineen t prohibiting Masjid
attendance for Ladies are brushed away by liberal Maulvis themselves. They will not hesitate to
use gender-equality, LGBT and a host of other atheist government laws to hoist upon the
Masaajid their ploys. To attract ladies and remove all barriers, it was necessary for these
Celebrity Shaykhs to first enter Muslim homes via the media of YouTube, Netflix, Facebook and
WhatsApp.

Under guise of promoting Islamic Values, History, Heroes, Heroin’s and the ubiquitous call for
Islaah, Turkish Drama’s and Tours to Balkans were widely promoted within Muslim Circles (at a
national and international level) by this new breed of Maulvis, Muftis and Shuyookh.
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Such Celebrity Shaykha will embark on an all-expense paid tour with a film crew (Khuddam) in
attendance - to photograph, video-record and write up these grand tours, revival of the Ottoman
Empire and ‘Halal Holidays’ in Balkans, Bodrum, Antalya, Marmaris, Masjid Aqsa, etc., etc.

Surreptitiously, Muslim minds are being conditioned to accept the appearance of firstly,
Makshoofaat and thereafter Dajjal in these bizarre temples. The majority of men, especially the
Huffaz, Maulvis and Tableegh Jamaat brethren have for one nafsaani reason or another stopped attending Masaajid - the void will now be filled by Makhshoofaat. Anarchy will reign - as
this gender fights its way incrementally onto Masaajid and Madrasah Committees with their
promise of donations, jewellery, gifts and picnic hampers.

In desperation, mercenary Maulvis, Imams, Crank Sufis and Vainglorious Trustees will accept
all their demands - quoting fictitious government rules, regulations and guidelines. Token
separate entrances and screened areas will be designated as a precursor to full intermingling
and the appearance of Dajjal.

First, we witnessed the appearance of gawdy TFT Monitors on Masaajid Walls, apparently to
display Salaah Times and Sunnah Du’a. Now, these very screens are being used to promote
collection and appeal for so-called worthy causes. Already Qira’at, Naat, Nazm, Islaahi
Programs and Tours of Celebrity Shaykhs are being broadcasted. Thereafter so-called Islamic
Drama Programs will follow.
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The Masjid will open a few minutes before a sham performance of Fardh Salaah - despite many
congregating outside before and after, nobody will be able to stand together in Jamaat, or
perform Tahayatul Masjid or Wudhu herein. Immediately thereafter the handful of Musallees
who attended will make way for the exit and the Masjid is locked. Before our Masaajid were
scented with perfume - now these temples are sprayed with alcoholic desanitizers. Even the
humble Madrasah bench (patla) is wiped umpteen times and despoiled with chemicals before a
child may place his kutub thereupon. Priests will argue over the percentage content, source of
alcohol and permissibility thereof and the fiqh ruling of Covid 19 measures - but the reality is
every single act of defilement possible has already been enacted.

The reason why Allah Ta’ala has highlighted in the Glorious Quran the treachery of the Banu
Isra’eel Ulama is to warn the Maulvis of this Ummah not to follow in their footsteps; not to
commit the same blunders of compromising and diluting Deeni Ahqams; not to bootlick the
wealthy and affluent for pecuniary gain. If Maulvis continue to do so, the same fate which
affected the Banu Israeel awaits us…

‘And do not overlay the Haqq with falsehood, and do not knowingly suppress the
Haqq…’ (Glorious Qur’an, 2:42)

11 Safar 1442 – 29 September 2020
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